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Abstract— In this project, we are going to make a robot which 

is controlled by a human gesture using accelerometer. Our 

aim is to control the movement of robot with normal hand 

gesture. It consists of mainly two parts. One is transmitter part 

and another is receiver part a transmitter, transmit appropriate 

signal. This signal received by the receiver. Accelerometer is 

connected to Arduino board, which is programmed to take 

analog readings from accelerometer and transmit them using 

RF transmitter to the receiving unit. The movement of robot 

is achieved by the motor. The arm is also equipped with good 

firing gun and bomb explosion. The programming is done in 

Arduino board.     
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This is military based robot including a Radar bomb. In our 

country enemy and terrorist attack is generally occurs. So our 

soldier lost their life and become martyr. So soldier have to 

kept their life risk in dangerous area as well in difficult to 

guard areas like jungle and mountain. Now a day for remove 

life risk of soldier, US army, Israel and many country use 

robotic for nation security. But it is not only change to fight 

our soldier but will robot can work very high sufficient. Robot 

is very necessary to useful in our country because our country 

has many problem in jammu & kasmir, Punjab chhatisgadh 

and zarkhand naxalit kills our soldier. Now soldier have a 

robot which can fight against enemy without any life lost and 

robot is very efficient in surveillance in that region in very 

dangerous. But if enemy destroy that robot then robot it is not 

very loss for country because at that time should understand 

that if there any our soldier would be then what occurrence. 

For controlling of robot we use accelerometer which is used 

for hand working movement at that time robot will work as 

well. If hand takes at forward then robot will go forward and 

if hand movement is down side the robot will be backward 

direction if we turn left side then robot will turn left side and 

right size movement robot will turn right. Now robot has a 

night vision camera. So at day camera will takes HD picture 

with good clarity to base station at night it will also takes good 

picture. So we can also security border at night in when 

soldier have difficult to surveillance. If robot controlling gone 

failure of any bullet by enemy fight at robot’s camera which 

is eye for it then we could not see anything. At that time we 

will activate RADAR BOMB via GSM which is secret 

weapon of robot as if this bomb is blast then any object near 

to it will be blast at high explosion. A RADAR BOMB has 

30 inches are range of object detection when object to radar 

it will be detect a signal to the arduino and arduino to the 

bomb. 

A. Problem Specification 

By making the robot & radar bomb we have faced some 

problem like difficult programming and very component very 

complex to connect and many concept of individual operation 

and make it to in one single system is very difficult to 

implementation. 

II. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

A. Transmission Side Explanation  

 
Fig. 1: robot transmission section 

In this block diagram Transmitter and Receiver of 

accelerometer based gesture control robot with gun 

movement. The transmission section consist on Arduino 

(mega 2560), RF transmitter, accelerometer (ADXL335), 

power supply, switching mechanism. The receiver section 

consist on RF receiver, power supply, Arduino, DC motor, 

and robotic. The accelerometer is sensor which used to 

provide information of movement of hand. According to over 

hand movement accelerometer generate signal, this signal is 

provided to Arduino board. The Arduino board provide to bit 

resolution according to received signal from accelerometer, 

Arduino generate a command signal to drive the robot 

mechanism and gun targeting. This generate signal apply to 

RF transmitter section, which transmit the RF signal. In 

Transmitter section we can use switch mechanism, the switch 

mechanism is use to selection of robot or gun system control. 

B. Receiver Size Explanation  

The second part of project is receiver part. It consist of 

receiving antenna, RF receiver, Arduino board, Deriver IC 

L293d, motor, gun firing mechanism. When the signal 

transmitted from the RF section. This signal is arrival at his 

section. The signal is first received by RF receiver. Then 

signal applied to the Arduino mega 2560 board. The Arduino 

board is a heart of the system because it control all the 

function of the robot. Then according to the movement of our 

hand accelerometer generate signal, which provide to 

Arduino board and the Arduino will decide the movement the 

robot and drive the motor. Here, we used switching 

mechanism to decide when robot is move and when gun 

target direction and firing will work. 
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Fig. 2: robot reception section 

C. Radar Bomb  

 
Fig. 3: Radar Bomb 

The radar bomb is latest invention in defense technology. 

This concept is first seen in “mini-militia” the android game 

in which player will threw bomb which will connect in a wall 

and if other player come near to it will be blast but if the 

bomber which connect the bomb if near to it can blast. So this 

concept we kept in our project by removing that 

disadvantage. It is such a big invention and big thing for 

protect nation. It can reduce man power and also life risk of 

soldier. And nothing to do anything a enemy or terrorist near 

to it will blast except our soldier due to circuitry chip. As it 

remove life risk of soldier. 

III. COMPONENTS 

A. Arduino MEGA 2560 

The Arduino Mega 2560 is a microcontroller board based on 

the ATmega2560. It has 54 digital input/output pins (of which 

14 can be used as PWM outputs), 16 analog inputs, 4 UARTs, 

16 MHz crystal oscillator, USB connection, a power jack, an 

ICSP header, and a reset button. It contains everything needed 

to support the microcontroller; simply connect it to a 

computer with a USB cable or power it with a AC-to-DC 

adapter or battery to get started. Clock Speed 16 MHz. 

 
Fig. 4: Arduino mega 

B. Accelerometer (ADXL 330) Sensor  

An Accelerometer is a kind of sensor which gives an analog 

data while moving in X,Y,Z direction or may be X,Y 

direction only depends on the type of the sensor. 

 
Fig. 5: Accelerometer 

The ADXL335 is a small, thin, low power, complete 

3-axis accelerometer with signal conditioned voltage outputs. 

The product measures acceleration with a minimum full scale 

range of ±3 g. It can measure the static acceleration of gravity 

in tilt-sensing applications, as well as dynamic acceleration 

resulting from motion, shock, or vibration. 

C. RF. Module 

The word RF stands for “Radio Frequency”. The radio 

frequency has ability to cross obstacles plus it provides good 

coverage of 30 meters. The corresponding frequency range 

varies between 30 kHz & 300 GHz. 

 
Fig. 6: RF Module 

The Transmitter is an ASK transmitter module. The 

result is excellent performance in a simple to use. The 

Transmitter is designed specifically for remote control, 
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wireless mouse and car alarm system operating at 315/433.92 

MHz. The Receiver is a miniature receiver module that 

receives On-off keyed modulation signal and demodulated to 

digital signal for the next decoder stage. The result is 

excellent performance in a simple to use, with a low external 

component count. The Receiver is designed specifically for 

remote-control and wireless security receiver operating at 315 

/ 434 MHz. 

D. Stepper Motor  

A servo motor is an electrical device which can push or rotate 

an object with great precision. If you want to rotate and object 

at some specific angles or distance, then you use servo motor. 

It is just made up of simple motor which run through servo 

mechanism. If motor is used is DC powered then it is called 

DC servo motor, and if it is AC powered motor then it is 

called AC servo motor. We can get a very high torque servo 

motor in a small and light weight packages. The servo motor 

is work on the principle of the servo mechanism. The torque 

is high of this motor. It controlled by the electric pulse. It use 

in the toy car, robotics. 

 
Fig. 7: Stepper Motor 

E. Ultra-Sonic Sensor  

In Radar bomb main part of it is ultra-sonic sensor for the 

radar operation in which or object near operation. When 

enemy near to it will send a message to arduino to activate 

bomb. And it will kill enemy. Let’s first see ultra-sonic 

module. 

 
Fig. 8: Ultra Sonic Module 

F. GSM Module 

GSM is used for sending a message to Arduino for Radar 

bomb for activation & deactivation and controlling of Radar 

Bomb. Let’s see the GSM module and its description. 

 
Fig. 9: GSM module 

GSM/GPRS Modem-RS232 is works on 

frequencies 900/ 1800 MHz. The baud rate is configurable 

from 9600-115200. The GSM/GPRS Modem is having 

internal TCP/IP stack to enable you to connect with internet 

via GPRS. It is suitable for SMS, Voice as well as DATA 

transfer application in M2M interface. The onboard 

Regulated Power supply allows you to connect wide range 

unregulated power supply . Using this modem, you can make 

audio calls, SMS, Read SMS, attend the incoming calls and 

internet through simple AT commands. 

G. DC motor 

Robot motor is basic for robot controlling and motor and is 

also used for the Gun triggering and bomb triggering. It have 

fixed RPM decided as voltage. Here we use robot basic gear 

motor inteach of other dc motor because of the robot thrust, 

torque, speed and force for various operation such a dc motor 

cannot use for this purpose. 

 
Fig. 10: DC motor 

H. L293D 

The Device is a monolithic integrated high voltage, high 

current four channel driver designed to accept standard DTL 

or TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads and switching 

power transistors. To simplify use as two bridges each pair of 

channels is equipped with an enable input. A separate supply 

input is provided for the logic, allowing operation at a lower 

voltage and internal clamp diodes are included. This device 

is suitable for use in switching applications at frequencies up 

to 5 kHz. The L293D is assembled in a 16 lead plastic 

package which has 4 center pins connected together and used 

for heat sinking. The L293DD is assembled in a 20 lead 

surface mount which has 8 center pins connected together and 

used for heat sinking. 
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Fig. 11: Pin configuration of L293d 

IV. CIRCUITS, HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

A. Transmisson Section  

 
Fig. 12: transmitter side circuit 

This is the transmitter side gesture controlled robot circuitry 

where we use Arduino mega and gesture module 

B. Gun Firing Mechanism 

Gun firing mechanism is simple firing mechanism in which 

have one motor, wheel gun and chain of steel. The gun’s 

trigger switch is connect to the chain and chain is connected 

to the motor’s wheel at end of edge. Chain is connect as 

nearest of edge of wheel and when motor is on wheel will 

rotating, by increasing of the chain location it will produce a 

force at gun’s trigger and it will fire. For simply understand 

let’s show below figure. 

 
Fig. 13: gun firing mechanism of robot 

 
Fig. 14: Programming done using Arduino software 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

1) For security purpose we can add the rocket 

2) We can connect with mobile 

3) We can connect with PC 

4) Also we can add temperature measure circuit 

5) And also we connect the night-day on off light circuit 

diagram 

6) We can add smoke detector and also siren 

7) We can add toxic gas alarm circuit 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This is military based robot which is used for the protection 

of the nation and country to save soldiers and reduce life rick 

in a very dangerous place and the place where to security is 

very high. It have works like “Laxaman-Rekha” as if enemy 

near to it will be killed by RADAR BOMB. 
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